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PREFACE

The requirements and functionality outlined in the SRS IHS Point of Sale Version 1.0 Patch 25 include new and updated POS 5.1 formats.

SECURITY

This patch uses the same security keys as described in the Pharmacy POS User manual Version 1.0.
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1.0 Introduction

Please review these changes and add a copy of them to any printed documentation your site may be using for ABSP V 1.0. These changes will be integrated into future versions of the software and user manuals and will no longer be considered an addendum at the time of the next release.

Patch 25 of Pharmacy Point of Sale version 1.0 contains the following change:

- POS Formats that have been created or updated for use.
2.0 POS 5.1 Plan Formats

The following formats are new in Patch 25:

Plan Name/Bin#/PCN#

MEDICARE PARTD AR BCBS 5.1/ 610468/ MDARBCBS
HERIT HEALTH PLAN PDP 5.1/ 012304/ HERIT
CATHOLIC DIOCESE MEMPHIS 5.1/ 600518/ A
KAISER PERMANENTE GRP HLT 5.1/ 003585/ 38810
INSTILL HEALTH PDP 5.1/ 003585/ 98544
OMISYS RX 5.1/ 004303/ NONE
MEDICARE PARTD WINDSOR TN 5.1/ 012320/ NONE
MEDICARE PARTD FAMILYCARE 5.1/ 012189/ 5006
PROCARE RX REVERSAL 5.1/ 009430/ NONE
RX AMERICA REVERSAL 5.1/ 610473/ NONE
VA HEALTH ADMIN CENTER 5.1/ 610593/ VA
MEMBER HEALTH MHMC 5.1/ 008324/ MHMC
BC/BS OKLAHOMA (011552) 5.1/ 011552/ 1215

The following formats were adjusted in Patch 25:

CLAIMSPRO 5.1/ 004245/ NONE

Adjustment: added field 311- patient last name to patient segment

MICHIGAN MEDICAID 5.1/ 009737/ P008009737

Adjustment: added field 419 – prescription origin code to claims segment

BC/BS OKLAHOMA (610435) 5.1/ 610435/ 1215

Adjustment: updated name to include bin number to differentiate old format (610435) from new format (011552)
3.0 Contact Information

If you have any questions or comments regarding this distribution, please contact the OIT User Support (IHS) by:

**Phone:** (505) 248-4371 or (888) 830-7280

**Fax:** (505) 248-4297

**Web:** [http://www.ihs.gov/GeneralWeb/HelpCenter/Helpdesk/index.cfm](http://www.ihs.gov/GeneralWeb/HelpCenter/Helpdesk/index.cfm)

**Email:** support@ihs.gov